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Indian economy is heavily dependent upon agriculture. So, it is quite obvious that there is a huge
work force associated with the agricultural sector in India. Currently it has been estimated that
nearly 52 per cent of the countryâ€™s rural employment is sourced from this sector alone. However, the
number of financial help that is offered for the growth and development of the Indian agricultural
scenario is not adequate enough. More to this, the small number of private or nationalized financial
institutions that are present often follows a cumbersome process that makes life miserable for the
poor farmers and land owners. Therefore, though they need urgent credit, they often choose not to
go to these organizations for a financial assistance.

Mr Pramod Manmode, understanding this need of the hour, formed a credit lending organization
that unequivocally tries to answer to the plight of cash striven farmers. Apart from helping the
farmers and land owners, he has also extended a helping hand to those who are associated with
animal husbandry. Unlike the governmental and private organizations, he has also made it sure that
his organizationâ€™s work process to be easily understandable and followed by one and all. All these
essential characteristics have today helped Nirmal Ujjwal Credit Co-Operative Society to be the
credit lending institution with a distinct vision to the future. And none other but its chairman, Mr
Manmode is deemed to be instrumental to this conceptualizing.

It is true that India was in dire requirement of a host of credit lending institutions that would offer her
debt stricken agricultural sector with a respite. But with the advent of the credit society of Nirmal
Ujjwal much of this requirement has been met, at least in the Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh.
Currently, Mr Manmode is heading a total of 21 branches scattered all around these two Indian
states. This rapid expansion has eventually helped him a lot to provide a justified help and
assistance to the poor and needy farmers. Herewith, now they do not have to compromise with the
stringent loan sanctioning norms and follow the easy-to-understand procedures as laid by the credit
lending organization chaired by Mr Manmode.

Mr Pramod Manmode also has strong connections in the political arena. Since the year 2000, he
has remained the Vice President of the Co-operative Cell, Maharashtra Pradesh Congress
Committee. This has enabled him much to extend a financial support to the rural areas by the virtue
of his political contacts. This noble attempt has made Chairman Pramod Manmode to have
successfully drafted the future development of the agricultural sector in India. And with time, he will
definitely help the organization to grow and fructify the credit requirements of poor and needy
farmers all throughout India.
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back into bidding and negotiating. I have dedicated alot of time and effort to ensure that both buyers
and sellers have adequate help by writing an extensive help section.  I've also implemented rules to
help ensure that a reasonable solution can take place in case of a buyer and seller dispute. I hope
you enjoy your stay. If you want to knwo more about website visit at a www.nirmalujjwal.com.
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